Reshaping the Mind: New Work on Cognitive Ontology

June 9th
9:00  Registration and Tea
9:30  Max Coltheart  Welcome and Opening
9:45  Colin Klein: "Cognitive ontology: living with less than unification"

Morning Tea
11:15  Alexandra Woolgar: "Flexible coding of information in human frontal and parietal cortex"

Lunch
1:30  Peter Clutton: "Delusion and Belief: The Doxastic Debate"
2:25  Dominic Murphy: "Psychiatry and Folk Psychology"

Afternoon Tea
4:15  Donna Rose Addis: "Defining episodic autobiographical events: What can neuroimaging and neuropsychology tell us?"
5:30  Closing & drinks off campus. Speakers’ dinner to follow at 7:30

June 10th
9:00  Registration and Tea
9:45  Tim Bayne: "New Wave Eliminativism and the Holism of the Psychological"

Morning Tea
11:15  Adina Roskies: "Predictive Coding and Cognitive Ontology"

Lunch
1:30  Annelli Janssen: "Finding the language switch with functional neuroimaging"
2:20  Trish Nowland: "Mind-independence, realism and ontology"

Afternoon Tea
3:45  Michael Anderson: "Rethinking the taxonomy of psychology: Issues and implications"
5:00  Closing & drinks off campus. Speakers’ dinner to follow at 7:30